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Abstract: Ala names or anthroponyms used to be personal names given to male children. These names 
bear testimonies to the overwhelming influence of Ala over the various aspects of Igbo life. The Ala 

names in this study were collected from various parts of Igboland, within the south east of Nigeria. The 

Igbo world view is examined so as to place the study in proper perspective. The names are then 

categorized to reflect the various dispositions of the name givers. A de-sentential source is postulated for 

each name, while samples are selected for linguistic analysis. The analysis shows that the processes of 

simplification tend to obscure the meanings of some Ala names. The study notes that Ala names have 

ceased to be borne as forenames since the advent of Christianity. The names are now used as patronyms 

by those whose fore-bearers had Ala names as forenames.  

Key words: Ala, anthroponym, forename, patronym, fore-bearer. 
 

I. Introduction 

The Igbo are found in the south east of Nigeria, within the states of Abia, Anambra, Ebonyi, Enugu and 

Imo. However, a cluster of them are found in Rivers and Delta states. The name Igbo is used to refer to both the 

people and their language. 

The Igbo, like other Africans, bear names as a means of being uniquely identified. Names are usually 

given to children at birth by their parents, especially the father. Such names are referred to as personal names or 

forenames (anthroponyms). In addition to being a means of identification, names also serve as a pointer to the 

societal values. Thus, one is not regarded as a proper human being if he/she does not bear a name (Obeng, 2001: 

iv; Agyekum, 2006: 208). According to Ubahakwe (1982:27) “an indigenous African name on the whole 

personifies the individual, tells some story about the parents and/or the family of the bearer; and in a more 

general sense, points to the values of the society into which the individual is born.” This view is equally 
expressed by Mphande (2006:109) who describes  African names as “statements about religion and beliefs of 

the speakers  and their relationship with the supernatural.”  

In view of the foregoing, it is believed that through anthroponyms, language functions as a tool through 

which a people‟s social and cultural world is evaluated and reproduced. In this regard, names are said to have 

indexical relations to places, peoples and events. They function as mini-narratives about the past or future 

(Duranti, 1997:19). 

Based on the available literature, a number of studies have been conducted on Igbo anthroponyms. 

Such works include Ubahakwe‟s (1981) study of the structure and meanings of Igbo names. His subsequent 

study (1982) is on the culture content of Igbo personal names. Also, Onukawa (1998) conducted an 

anthropolinguistic study of the Igbo market-day names. He further worked on the significance of the verb kwe 

(agree, consent) in Igbo names (Onukawa, 1999(a)) and the anthropolinguistic evidence of chi names in Igbo 

(Onukawa, 1999(b)). 
The present study , unlike the previous ones , focuses exclusively on À là anthroponyms. These are 

personal names given to children at birth in honour of the earth goddess, Àlà. Àlà names however are no longer 

borne as forenames but are now used as surnames (family name/last name) by those whose fore-bearers had 

such names as their forenames. As a result of the advent of Christianity in Igboland, the use of À là names as 

forenames has become obsolete. Parents have resorted to giving Christian names and other Igbo names that have 

no bearing with À là or other Igbo deities for that matter . This trend is not restricted to Igbo À là names. It has 

equally been observed in Yemeni Arabic personal names. According to Al-Zumor (2009: 16) “personal names 

occur in any language and they basically change, develop, and die out, and they have a life cycle similar to that 

of the other lexical items of the language.”          

This study is significant because it shows how Ala names constitute an index of the cultural world of 

the Igbo. It equally looks at the cultural insights which necessitated the bearing of À là names. The study also 
examines and sheds light on the linguistic processes involved in deriving À là names from their individual 

sentential sources. These processes have been identified as the source of brevity of the names as borne by the 

bearers.  
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The data for this study was drawn from various parts of Igboland (Abia, Anambra, Ebonyi, Enugu and 

Imo states). The names were collected by the 2009 graduating class of the Department of Linguistics, Nnamdi 

Azikiwe University Awka. However, a greater number of  the names were collected from Anambra and Enugu 
states. This accounts for the preponderance of the variant forms , Ànà and Ànị,̀ as opposed to the more general 

form Àlà. 

For the presentation of data and analysis, a sentential source is posited for each Àlà name. The meaning 

of each de-sentential name is derived compositionally from its formatives. Each name is cited as it is written and 

spelt by the bearer. It is placed alongside its formatives. Beneath this is a presentation of the morpheme-to-

morpheme gloss. The next line is the English translation of the name. This is followed by the line which shows 

the various processes of simplification involved in the derivation. The study also adopts the Green and Igwe 

(1963) tone- marking convention. 

This study is organised as follows. Section 1 is the introduction, section 2 examines the Igbo world 

view to enable one understand the role of Àlà in the life of the people. Section 3 deals with the categorisation of 

Àlà names on the basis of a common theme. Section 4 is the analysis of the linguistic features associated with 
Àlà names. Finally, section 5 forms the summary and conclusion.       

 

II. Igbo world view 
The world view or cosmology of a people is a reflection of how they think, visualize, conceptualize, 

and interpret the world or universe in which they live. A people‟s world view gives them a sense of direction 

and purpose. It enables them to act meaningfully in exercising control over their environment (Madu, 1996:1). A 

brief outline of Igbo cosmology comprises a distinct but interrelated three-tier structure. Their conception of the 

universe is in terms of elū (firmament), ụ̀wà (world) and àlà (earth/land). 

  Elū is the domain of the principal god, Chinēkè (creative force)/ Chukwu (supreme god), who is 
believed to be worshipped in a vague way. Its deification is virtually non-existent as there are no idols to 

represent him. Also no festival is particularly devoted to him. He is rather approached by man through a 

pantheon of intermediary gods that superintend over some responsibilities. These gods include Anyanwụ ̄ (sun 

god), Igwē (sky god), Àmadiọ̀hà/Kamalụ̄ (god of thunder and lightning), Agwụ̀ (god of healing, divination and 

clairvoyance) and Àlà (earth goddess).  The sky is the abode of Igwē. He showers the earth with rain to moisten 

it for human exploitation. According to Ilogu (1974:35) „‟Not much worship is offered to the sky god as he is 

often better known through his wife, the earth goddess, who happens to be the most important of all the other 

gods.‟‟ Ụ̀wà represents the tier which is inhabited by man, the flora and fauna, in addition to streams, rivers and 

some spiritual forces. 

Àlà (literally „ground‟) is another tier, headed by the earth goddess, Àlà. It is the dwelling place of 
man. According to Ilogu (1975: 14), Àlà “is the most important divinity in Igbo social and moral life.” This 

goddess is responsible for procreation, sustenance of life, and moral well-being. Àlà is ascribed a feminine 

status because of the many good things attributed to her. Because the dead ancestors are interred in the earth, it 

is believed that the spirits of these ancestors, in conjunction with other spiritual forces, assist the earth goddess 

in providing “the moral code by which the community lives and regulates its affairs. The moral code as 

sanctioned by Àlà and the ancestral spirits as given in prohibitions and customary taboos, is spoken of in Igbo as 

nsọ àlà (abomination) against this earth divinity” (Ilogu, 1975:41).                                                         

The Igbo avoid any untoward behaviour and whatever else that could lead to an abomination, a 

violation of the sanctity of the earth. Such abominations include theft of yams, from the barn or from the farm, a 

woman climbing a palm tree or kolanut tree, homicide (whether deliberate or accidental), a cock crowing at 

night, a wife throwing her husband on the ground in a fight, anyone altering land boundary in secret, any form 

of theft by a title holder, killing oe eating of totems, suicide (especially by hanging), and incest, among others. 
The Igbo believe that these human actions defile the land and thus incur the wrath of Àlà. The reaction of Àlà 

could result in undesirable consequences like famine, pestilence, sudden death, and such other evils. Thus, an 

abomination requires cleansing to ward off the vengeance and wrath of Àlà. 

In the event of an abomination, the onus of guilt rests squarely on the offender. The offender is usually 

helpless, no kinsman or friend, however influential, can intercede on his behalf. The appropriate rituals must be 

performed to appease Àlà. For instance, in Achebe‟s Things fall apart, Okonkwo‟s gun exploded during a burial 

ceremony. Accidentally, a shrapnel from the gun killed one of his kinsmen. The only option left for Okonkwo 

was to proceed on exile for seven years.  Though it was an accident, but it was regarded as a crime against Àlà. 

In accordance with the custom, Okonkwo‟s house was besieged by an irate crowd at dawn. His houses were set 

on fire and razed to the ground. His livestock and yams were destroyed. In the words of Achebe (1958:87), the 

action of the irate crowd was in accord with “... the justice of the earth goddess and they were merely her 
messengers. They had no hatred in their hearts against Okonkwo. His greatest friend, Obierika, was among 

them. They were merely cleansing the land which Okonkwo had polluted with the blood of a clansman.”   
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In the case of incest for example, the offenders would be stripped naked, beaten and taken round the 

whole community to face the public glare and scorn. They would later be subjected to a series of cleansing 

rituals. The public humiliation served as a deterrent to whoever might be tempted to commit such an offence. 
With regard to a cock crowing at night, the cock would be killed instantly and after some brief rituals, it would 

be eaten by only the titled male adults. The death of the cock would be regarded as a sufficient appeasement to 

Àlà (Olisa n.d:4).  

If however an abomination is concealed, Àlà will hold the entire community culpable and will 

indiscriminately inflict her punishment on the entire community with a succession of calamities or reverses 

which no one could account for and which are consequently regarded as manifestations of defilement. 

According to Olisa (n.d:5), “such occurrences as the repeated deaths of infants, several deaths from „bad‟ 

diseases, repeated reverses in crop yields, constant epidemics of livestock or major epidemics affecting human 

beings, could strike terror into the community. ” However, when the land is devoid of any abomination, Àlà 

would bless them without any discrimination. It is in this regard that the Igbo bear the name 

1 Àlamōkè < àlà + a-  mā – ghị̄     + okè           
Ala  vpf-know-Neg       boundary  

                     „Ala has no bounds or restrictions‟       

 

Thus, the Igbo have a sacred regard for the earth on which they tread and from which their sustenance 

is drawn. Though the Igbo regard Chukwu as supreme, they however rate the earth goddess, Àlà as more 

powerful in view of her direct intervention in the affairs of man. In this regard, the worship of Àlà becomes a 

common denominator in all the Igbo culture area (ICA). This accounts for why “most public worship of various 

communities is offered to the earth goddess as well as seasonal celebrations which relate to the various seasons 

of the year. Her shrines are found in most homes and public squares of any village” (Ilogu, 1974:35). 

 

2.1     Man’s position in the universe 
As regards his position in the universe, the Igbo believe that man is at the centre of the universe. Man is 

exposed to the influences from the gods and the spiritual forces around him. There is no facet of his life which is 

devoid of the intervention of the gods. The belief is that in all circumstances- good health, ill health, fortune, 

misfortune, prosperity, adversity, among others- the gods invariably wield a lot of influence on man. That is 

why the Igbo, according to Onukawa (1996a:112) bear such names as 

2(a)    Agbàràkwe < agbàrà + kwe      

                        spirit       agree  

                    „Let the spirits consent‟ 

  

             (b)     Àlàkwe < àlà                      + kwe 

                          earth goddess         agree 
                          „Let Àlà consent‟ 

As the names in (2) suggest, man is conceived as a relatively weak partner in the entire universe of 

existence in relation to the influence exerted by the gods. For the Igbo therefore, man aspires to strike a balance 

with the gods in order to achieve his objectives. In what follows (sec 3), there is an attempt to categorize Àlà 

anthroponyms. 

 

III. Categorization of Àlà anthroponyms 
The categorization here is based on the issue of common theme drawn from the attributes of Àlà, 

Names which seem to address similar issues are grouped together. Based on this premise, the following are the 
categories identified for the purpose of analysis: providential, precatory and recognition names.  

 

3.1     Providential names 
Providential names are those that address such issues that relate to the kind and merciful disposition of 

Àlà towards the people. 

      

3. Ànànèfeǹgwùlù < ọ + bụ̀ + ànà + nà  +  è-   fe      + ǹgwùlù  

                          it   be    ana    Aux    vpf-hover homestead 

                                          „It is Ala who shields/protects the homestead‟ 

                  /ànànàèfeǹgwùlù > ànànèèfeǹgwùlù > ànànèfeǹgwùlù / 
    

 4.  Ànịb̀ike < ọ + bụ̀ +ànị̀ +bụ̀ +  ike           +   m̄ 

                        it    be  ani    be     strength    1SG 

                           „It is Ala that gives me strength‟ 
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                           /ànàbụ̀ikem̄ >  ànị̀bìikem̄ > ànị̀bìike  > ànị̀bike / 

 
5.     Ànị̀nwụba < ọ + bụ̀ + ànị̀ + nwè +      ụ̀ba 

                         it    be    ani     possess   wealth 

                              „It is Ala who owns wealth‟ 

                             /ànị̀nwèụ̀ba > ànị̀nwụụba > ànị̀nwụba/ 

 

6.     Ànị̀jụ̀ba < ọ+ bụ̀ + ànị ̀+  jì +     ụ̀ba  

                      it    be    ani    hold   wealth 

                         „It is Ala who keeps/holds wealth‟ 

                         /ànị̀jìụ̀ba > ànị̀jụ̀ụ̀ba > ànị̀jụ̀ba/ 

 

7.      Ànị̀bụ̀de < ọ + bụ̀ +ànị̀ + bụ̀ + ùde 

                        it    be   ani    be     fame 
                               „It is Ala that has/holds fame ‟ 

                               /ànị̀bụ̀ùde > ànị̀bụ̀ùde > ànị̀bùde/ 

 

8.     Ànịǹwùde < ọ + bụ̀ + ànị̀ + nwè + ùde 

                                it     be       ani     own      fame 

                          „It is Ala who owns/possesses fame‟ 

                             /ànị̀nwèùde > ànịǹwùùde >ànị̀nwùde/ 

 

9.     Ànaràdo < ànà +  a-ràdo      -go     +   m̄ 

                             ana     vpf uphold   perf          1SG 
                      „Ala has upheld me‟ 

                           /ànàaràdogom ̄  > ànàaràdogo > ànàaràdo > ànaràdo / 

 

 

10.     Ànị̀ebùo < ànị ̀ + e-     bù        -go     +  m̄ 

                              ani      vpf    grow       perf       1SG 

                          „Ala has made me prosperous‟ 

                             /ànị̀ebùgom ̄ > ànị̀ebùgo > ànị̀ebùo /. 

 

11.    Ànị̀egbòka (Ànegbòka) < ànị̀ + e-    gbò          -ka           -lụ    + m̄ + mkpà 

                                                   ani    vpf   provide   surpass         Appl    1SG      need 

                                          „Ala has provided for my need  exceedingly‟ 

                      /ànị̀egbòkalụm̄mkpà>ànị̀egbòkalụm̄ > ànị̀egbòkalụ > ànị̀egbòka (ànegbòka) 

 

12.     Ànị̀gbọgụ̀ (Ànàgbọgụ̀) < ànị̀ +  e-     gbò         -go   -lu   + m̄   +  ọ̀gụ̀ 

                                                  ani     vpf   intervene     PERF   Appl       1SG       fight 

                                           „Ala has put an end to my travails‟ 

            /ànị̀egbògolum̄ọ̀gụ̀> ànịègbògoọ̀gụ̀ > ànị̀egboọ̀gụ̀ >  ànị̀gbọgụ̀ (ànàgbọgụ̀) 
 

13.     Ànèmeka < ànà + è-      me   -ka            -lụ        + m̄ 

                           ana    vpf    do    surpass     Appl       1SG 

                           „Ala has done exceedingly well for me‟ 

                               /ànàèmekalum̄ > ànèèmeka >  ànèmeka / 

 

14.     Ànị̀àgozie < ànị̀ + à-    gọzi       -e      -le       +  m̄  

                                ani    vpf     bless    OVS   PERF    1SG 

                               „Ala has blessed me‟ 

                               /ànị̀àgọzielem̄  > ànị̀àgozie/ 

 

15.     Ànekèzie < ànị ̀+ e-      kèzi      -e        -le         + m̄ 

                          ani     vpf    bless     OVS   PERF    1SG 

                           „Ala has endowed me with prosperity‟ 

                             /ànị̀ekèzielem̄ > ànèekèzielem̄ > ànéekèzie >  ànekèzie/ 

 

16.     Ànemezie < ànị̀ + è-    mezi      -e    -le    + m̄ 
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                                 ani    vpf    endow    OVS    PERF    1SG 

                            „Ala has endowed me with prosperity‟ 

                                /ànị̀èmezielem̄ > ànèèmezielem̄ > ànèèmezie >  ànemezie/ 
 

17.     Ànị̀etò < ànị̀ + è-   tò      -go  + m̄ 

                        ani    vpf   extol   PERF      1SG 

                      „Ala has uplifted me‟ 

                          /ànị̀etògom̄ > ànị̀etògo > ànị̀etò/ 

 

For example, the providential name in (3) above makes a strong claim as regards Àlà. It is she alone that 

guarantees the safety of life and property of those who have been faithful to her. This is analogous to the biblical 

psalm 127:1.  

 

3.2    Precatory names  The Igbo believe that there is constant divine intervention in every facet of one‟s life. 

On account of this, the desire for positive divine influence is realized in precatory names by means of hortative 

expressions. The following are examples. 

18.     Ànesònà < ànà  + e-   sò         -nà   + m 

                                ana     vpf   follow     NEG      1SG 

                          „Let Ala not come against me‟ 

                            /ànàesònàm > ànèesònàm > ànèesònà > ànesònà/ 

 

19.     Ànị̀ebōnā < ànị ̀ +  e-    bō           -nā  +   m̄ 

                           ani     vpf   accuse     NEG   1SG 
                           „Let Ala not accuse me of any wrong doing‟ 

                                /ànịèbōnām̄ > ànị̀ebōnā/ 

 

 

20.     Ànegbùnà < ànà + e-   gbū  -nā  + m̄ 

                                  ana    vpf   kill    NEG    1SG 

                             „Let Ala not kill me‟ 

                                /ànàegbūnām̄ > ànèegbūnām̄ > ànèegbūnā > ànegbùnà/ 

 

21.     Àlegbū < àlà  +e-  gbū -chū          -lē   +m̄ 
                            ala    vpf  kill   premature   NEG   1SG 

                         „Let Ala not kill me at the prime of age‟ 

      /àlàegbūchūlēm̄ > àlèegbūchūlēm̄ > àlèegbūchūlē > àlèegbūchū > àlèegbū > àlegbū/ 

 

22.     Ànachụ̀nà < ànà + a-    chụ̄     -nā   +  m̄ 

                                  ana    vpf   pursue   NEG     1SG 

                             „Let Ala not come against me‟ 

                               /ànàachụ̄nām̄ > ànàachụ̄nā > ánachụ̀nà/ 
 

23.     Ànị̀efùnà < ànị ̀+ m + e-    fù    -nà 

                                  ani    1SG    vpf   lose    NEG 

                          „Let me not lose my inheritance‟ 

                              /ànị̀mefùnà > ànị̀efùnà/ 

 

24.     Ànekwènà < ànị̀ + e-     kwè      -nà 

                                  ani     vpf   consent  NEG 

                            „Let Ala not consent (to my adversaries)‟ 

                                /ànị̀ekwènà > ànèekwènà > ànekwènà/ 

 

25.     Ànàzọnwụ ̄ < ànà +zọ̀       -ọ  +  m̄  + onwu 
                                  ana    rescue   OVS      1SG     death 

                              „Let Ala rescue me from death/danger‟ 

                                 /ànàzọ̀ọm̄ọnwụ > ànàzọ̀ọọnwụ̄ > ànàzọọnwụ ̄ > ànàzọnwụ ̄/ 
 

26.     Ànị̀chèbe (Àchèbe) < ànị̀ + chè      -be      + m̄ 

                                      ani    guard   CONT     1SG 
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                                     „Let Ala continue to guard/protect me‟ 

                                          /ànị̀chèbem̄ > ànị̀chèbe >( àchèbe) / 
 

27.     Ànịk̀pe < ànị ̀+ kpè       -e     -lụ    + m̄ 

                            ani    arbitrate   OVS   Appl      1SG 

                        „Let Ala arbitrate on my behalf‟ 

                           /ànị̀kpèelụm̄ > ànị̀kpèelụ > ànị̀kpèe > ànịk̀pe/ 

 

28.     Ànàgbàta (Àgbàta) < ànà +gbà  -ta             -lụ   + m̄ + ọ̄sọ̄  + ènyèmaka 

                                          ana    run   forthwith   Appl      1SG    race      help 

                                       „Let Ala hasten to my rescue‟ 

      / ànàgbàtalụm̄ọ̄sọ ̄ènyèmaka >ànàgbàtalụm̄ọ̄sọ̄ >ànàgbàtaọsọ ̄ > ànàgbàta >( àgbàta) /  

 

29.     Àlàgbamkpū < àlà + gbà  -ta            -ra  + m̄ + ọ̄sọ̄  + mkpū 

                                     ala       run  forthwith   Appl     1SG     race     distress call 

                                „Let Ala respond promptly to my distress call‟ 

         /àlàgbàtaram̄ọ̄sọ ̄mkpū > àlàgbàtaram̄mkpu >  àlàgbàtamkpū > àlàgbamkpū / 

 

30.     Àlàdum̄ < àlà + dù      -be   + m̄ 

                              ala    guide   CONT     1SG 
                        „Let Ala continue to guide me‟ 

                           /àlàdùbem ̄ >  àlàdum̄/ 

 

 

31.     Àlàkwe < àlà + kwe  

                             ala    consent 

                         „Let Ala consent‟ 

                            /àlàkwe/ 

 

The foregoing Àlà names are replete with exhortation. Each name makes a passionate appeal for the 

prompt intervention of Àlà, the awe-inspiring earth goddess. For example, the name Ànị̀ebōnā (19) expresses 
the wish that it is better to be indicted by a fellow man than to be accused by Àlà. 

 

3.3     Recognition  names        

Recognition names confirm the intervention on the part of Àlà in the lives of the people. Such names 

were given in order to bear testimony in appreciation of the supportive role of Àlà. 

 

32.     Ànegbọ ̄gụ̀ < ànà + e-   gbò          -go   -lu   +m̄ + ọ̀gụ̀ 

                             ana    vpf   intervene   Perf   Appl   1SG      fight 

                              „Ala has intervened in my dispute‟ 

/ànàegbògolum ̄ọ̀gụ̀>ánéegbògolum ̄ọ̀gụ̀>ànèegbògom ̄ọ̀gụ̀>ànèegbògoọ̀gụ̀                                                             

>ànèegbọ ̄ọ̀gụ̀ > ànèegbogụ̀ > ànegbọ ̄gụ̀ / 

 

33.     Ànị̀kwèche < ànị̀ + kwụ̀ + è-   che + m̄ 

                                   ani    stand     vpf  wait   1SG 

                              „Ala is standing by me‟ 

                                 /ànị̀kwụ̀èchem̄ > ànị̀kwèèchem̄ > ànị̀kwèèche > ànị̀kwèche/ 

 

34.     Àlamōkè < àlà + a-   mā      -ghị̄  + okè 
                                ala     vpf  know    NEG      boundary 

                           „Ala does not discriminate‟ 

                             /àlàamāghị̄okè > àlàamāokè > àlàamōkè > àlàmōkè/ 

 

35.     Ànelīn ̄gō < ànị̀ + a-     dị̄    è-    li  + ngō 

                    ani    vpf    NEG  vpf   eat     bribe 

                „Ala does not accept a bribe‟ 

                /ànàadị̄èlingō > ànàelīn ̄gō > ànèelīn ̄gō > ànelīn ̄gō/ 

 

36.     Ànamīlō (Àmilo) < ànà+ a-    mā     -ghị̄  + ilo 
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                                    ana   vpf  know  Neg   hatred 

                                     „Ala does not harbour any hatred‟ 

                       /ànàamāghị̄ilo > ànàamāilo > ànàamīilo > ànàamīlō > ànamīlō >( àmilo) / 
 

37.     Ànekwēn ̄sī (Ekwēn ̄sī) < ànị̀   a-   dị̄   + è-    kwe           +  nsī 

                                              ani  vpf  NEG    vpf   consent to      poison/evil 

                                          „Ala abhors evil‟ 

                     /ànị̀adị̄èkwensī > ànị̀ekwēn ̄sī > ànèekwēn ̄sī > ànekwēn ̄sī >   (ekwēn̄sī) / 

 

38.     Àlajụ̄n̄wā (Ajụ̄nwā) < àlà + a-    nā-   ghị̄  +à-   jụ    + nnwā 

                                          ala    vpf  CONT    NEG     vpf  reject    child 
                                    „Ala does not discriminate against any child‟ 

                              /àlàanāghị̄àjụnnwā > àlàajụ ̄n̄nwā > àlajụ̄n̄nwā > àlajụ ̄nwā (ajụ̄nwā) / 

 

39.     Àladị̄ < àlà + a- dị̄   -ghị̄  + mbugha 

                          ala   vpf  be   NEG       carry about  

                     „Ala cannot be displaced‟ 

                        /àlàadị̄ghị̄mbugha > àlàadị̄ > àladị̄/ 

 

40.     Àlasọ̄nwụ ̄ (Àlasọ̄) < àlà + a-  nā-    ghị̄ + à-    sọ  + ọnwụ ̄ 
                                           ala    vpf  CONT   NEG    vpf    abhor   death 

                                     „Ala does not abhor death (of a scoundrel)‟ 

                        /àlàanāghị̄àsọọnwụ ̄ > àlàasọ̄ọ̄nwụ ̄ > àlàasọ̄nwụ ̄ > àlasọ̄nwụ̄ > (àlasọ̄) / 

 

41.     Ànị̀ekèokwu (Ànị̀ekè) < ànị̀ + a-  dị̄   -ghị̄ + e-   kè   +okwū 

                                                 anị    vpf   be   NEG    vpf   share    trouble 

                                          „Ala does not deliberately inflict problems‟ 

                            /ànị̀adị̄ghị̄ekèokwū > ànị̀adị̄ekèokwū >ànị̀ekèokwu >(ànị̀ekè) 

 
In recognition names, the goodwill and righteousness of Àlà is affirmed. Through such names, the earth goddess 

is extolled.  

 

IV. Linguistic analysis of Àlà names 

This section sets out to examine and analyze some of the linguistic processes which feature in these Àlà 

names. As earlier stated in section 1, Àlà names are de-sentential. The    constituent elements in each of the 

sentences are combined in a manner compatible with the process of sentence formation in Igbo. For each 

sentence, the meaning is derived compositionally from the semantically transparent constituents.  In other 

words, the overall meaning of a particular name is computed from the meanings of the constituent elements. 
In what follows, the rest of this section sets out to examine and analyze the linguistic processes which feature in 

Àlà names. The processes give rise to the simplification and brevity of some of the names. The description of 

the processes will be centered on the last line of such example, the line enclosed in slashes. The simplification 

processes include: nominalization, (rank-shifting), vowel assimilation, clipping (de-syllabification), and segment 

deletion. 

According to Stockwell (1977:51), nominalization is a process whereby phrases or clauses which 

primarily function as “full predications can be thought of as having been demoted to the secondary functional 

status single words….” Vowel assimilation results when features of one vowel change to match those of another 

vowel that precedes or follows (Matthews 2007:29). In clipping, there is deletion of one or more syllables in a 

poly-morphemic word, whereas segment deletion involves the deletion of an individual sound segment. 

Following from these processes are the resultant spellings of the names. Thus, the way some of the names are 

written appears to make them less transparent in meaning.      
At this juncture, let us consider the entry in (3), repeated here as (42). 

42.     Ànànèfeǹgwùlù < ọ + bụ̀ + ànà + nà     è-     fe     + ǹgwùlù 

                                     it      be     ana    CONT    vpf   shield    homestead 

                                    „It is Ala who shields/protects the homestead‟ 

                                     /ànànàèfeǹgwùlù > ànànèèfeǹgwùlù > ànànèfeǹgwùlù/ 

 

The sentential names in (3)-(8) are instances of the focus construction, a discourse feature which is 

syntactically coded by clefting. The focused constituent, Àlà, occurs at the beginning of the second part of the 

cleft sentence. The cleft sentence begins with the expletive 3SG subject pronoun ọ, followed by the copula verb 
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bụ̀ (cf. Mutaka, 2000:216). The choice of the cleft sentence is to bring the subject NP Ànà (Àlà) into 

prominence. The name giver has used this discourse structure to enable him assert that Àlà is the sole source of 

protection. 
Prior to nominalization, the cleft sentence undergoes simplification as the expletive 3SG subject 

pronoun ọ and the copula verb bụ̀ are deleted. Thereafter, the second part of the cleft sentence is nominalised. 

This is realized as the first entry in the line enclosed in slashes. The nominalised structure acts as input to the 

process of regressive assimilation as the third vowel (V) segment assimilates the qualities of the V segment to 

its right. The output of this process is further simplified by syncopation involving the deletion of the assimilated 

V segment. The final output is now realized as the last item in the last line, which is the same as the first entry in 

the first line. 

Now, the entries in (9)-(17) will be illustrated with (9), shown below as (43). 

 

43.     Ànaràdo < ànà + a-    ràdo     -go   + m̄ 

                           ana    vpf   uphold   PERF     1SG 
                          „Ala has upheld me‟ 

                            /ànàaràdogom ̄ > ànàaràdom ̄ > ànàaràdo > ànaràdo/ 

 

The nominalised form is first simplified by the de-syllabification of the perfective marker -go. 

Subsequently, the 1SG pronoun  m is deleted. In the form that emerges, the VV sequence is simplified by the 

deletion of the vpf a-.    

The names in (18)-(31) are hortative expressions. Example (25) is a canonical example of a hortative 

sentence which is realized by the HT open vowel suffix (OVS) which immediately follows the verb. This 

example is repeated here as (44). 

44.     Ànàzọnwụ ̄ < ànà + zọ̀       -ọ   +m̄  + ọnwụ 
                               ana   rescue  OVS   1SG     death 

                            „Let Ala rescue me from death/danger‟ 

                            /ànàzọ̀ọm̄ọnwụ > ànàzọ̀ọọnwụ̄ > ànàzọọnwụ ̄ > ànàzọnwụ ̄/ 
 

The last V segment of the verb form zọ̀ọ is a HT OVS which features in the Igbo hortative 

construction. The simplification of the nominalised structure starts with the deletion of the 1SG pronoun m, and 

that of the OVS. This is followed by the deletion of the penultimate vowel ọ.  

The final examples will be drawn from (26) and (37), represented here as (45a) and (45b) respectively. 

45a.     Ànị̀chèbe (Àchèbe) < ànị̀ + chè     -be      + m̄ 
                                         anị   guard   Cont     1SG   

                                         „Let Ala continue to guard/protect me‟ 

                                                /ànị̀chèbem̄ > ànị̀chèbe > (àchèbe)  / 

 

 

 

 

45b.     Ànị̀ekwēn ̄sī (Ekwēn ̄sī) < ànị̀ + a-   dị̄  +è-   kwe            +  nsī 

                                              anị   vpf   NEG   vpf  consent to     poison/evil 

                                              „Ala abhors evil‟ 

      /ànị̀adị̄èkwensī > ànị̀ekwēn̄sī > (ekwēn ̄sī) / 

 

In example (45a) the 1SG pronoun deletes. This is followed by the deletion of the second syllabic 

segment ni, giving rise to the form àchèbe. With regard to (45b), the NEG marker adị̄ undergoes de-affixation, 

resulting to a VV sequence. Subsequently, the initial VCV sequence (ànị̀ )  is clipped to derive the form 

ekwēn ̄sī. 

To summarise, it has to be noted that sententially, Àlà names are structurally simple. They exhibit the 

basic verb-medial word order of the language. There are however no pre and post modifiers. The personal 

reference in these sentences is restricted to the first person singular pronoun m which more often undergoes 

deletion (cf. Awoyale, 1982:79). 

 

V. Summary and conclusion 
This study has tried to draw attention to the significance of Àlà  anthroponyms. These names were 

hitherto used as forenames given to children at birth by their parents. Through such names the Igbo expressed 

their belief and attitude towards Àlà, the earth goddess. The sheer number of Àlà names and their meanings bear 
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testimony to the people‟s belief in the overwhelming influence which Àlà exerted on virtually all aspects of their 

life. 

From the point of view of linguistic analysis, the paper accounted for the de-sentential source of Àlà 
anthroponyms. The meaning of each name is derived compositionally, given the semantic transparency of the 

constituent elements of each sentence. A sample of these names was used to illustrate the various processes of 

simplification involved in the derivation. These processes give rise to the different pronunciations and spellings 

associated with these names. As a result, the meanings of some of these names tend to be obscured. 

In conclusion, it has to be pointed out that people no longer bear Àlà names as their forenames. This is 

largely due to the erosion of the tenets of Igbo traditional religious life by the advent of Christianity and the new 

wave of Christian fundamentalism. Thus, Àlà names are now only retained and used as surnames by families 

whose fore-bearers had such names as their forenames. It is therefore advocated that serious attention should be 

given to Igbo anthroponymy as a means of documenting and preserving this aspect of the Igbo world view. 

 

Abbreviations  
APPL – applicative marker, CONT– continuative marker, NEG – negation marker, OVS

 – open vowel suffix, 

PERF – perfective marker, vpf – vowel prefix, C- consonant, V – vowel, 1SG – first person singular pronoun, 

3SG – third person singular pronoun.         
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